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Type 3 - Again, similar to Type 1 but this version not only has a hinged front door but also a hinged top lid.  When raised, this 
top lid gives access to a very useful worksurface.  This worksurface is simply screwed on, so eases replacement when eventually 
it may show signs of wear.  To prevent accidental slamming shut, the hinged top lid features high quality gas struts, which helps 
to keep the lid in the open position.

All the drawers are mounted on high quality ball-race telescopic slides.

Drawered Racks find uses in many applications and industries including Lighting & Sound, Engineering, Motorsport and Audio Visual.

For further details on Drawered Racks or any case solution, contact our sales team on 01945 427000 or sales@5star-cases.com 

Type 1

Type 2 - Similar to Type 1 
but with an option for a quick 
assembly Leg System. This
feature turns the front door into
a very handy, self-supporting table.
When in transit, four tubular steel
legs are clipped on the inside of the door recess.legs are clipped on the inside of the door recess.
The four legs simply screw into threaded receptacles,
making an extremely quick setup. 

Type 1 - Hinged door with multiple drawer options.  Included in the front door is a handy 
three-section compartment.  A smart, recessed bar handle is included to make opening 
the door a breeze.   

The 5 Star range of Drawered Racks offer a versatile solution to many applications.
From the Heavy Industrial staple, these cases are constructed from the usual high
quality 9mm birch plywood, which is bonded to a tough high pressure laminate
exterior (HPL), available in a selection of colours.  30mm aluminium angle and hybrid
location are fitted to all exposed edges, together with heavy duty zinc-plated ball corners.

Recessed flip handles and large butterfly catches ensure durability, by means of 
groove-riveted fixings.   4” castors are fitted to the base, of which at least two are braked.groove-riveted fixings.   4” castors are fitted to the base, of which at least two are braked.
On hinged door versions, a fifth castor is included which supports the weight of the door
when opened.

Many versions of these Drawered Racks are available, with many combinations of drawer 
quantities, depths and layouts, but our three standard options can be found below.
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